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£S££ES.2,i:ISS
MR. CHXMF JUSTICE EURGERs We will hoov arguments 

next'in Oklahoma against Mason.

Mr» Solicitor General, you may procsad whenovor 
you are ready.

ORAL &RGUMBMT 0? ERWIN 8, GRISWOLD, fovi»,

OM BEHALF OP PETITIONER UNITED STATES 

MR» GMIMOW.i May it please the Courts 

In the present fluid state of our l&w, courts 

spend a good ’deal of time going over old ground. That is 

the situation in this case. The case is here on certiorari 

to review a judgment of the Court of Claims.

The suit there was begun by the -administrators 

of the. estate of Rose Mason, who was a restricted Osage 

Indian. Acting pursuant to this Court's decision in 

Wust vv Oklahoma Tax Commission, 334 0.8., the Oaaga agency 

of the Department of the Interior filed an Oklahoma estate 

tax return on her estate and paid the tax due.

The claim in the suit in the court below is that 

this payment, though in conformity with a decision of this 

Court, conceded to be squarely in point and not overruled, 

was in fact a breach of trust, because the United States 

should have known that the west, cash would be overruled by 

this Court.

Tho CoBit of Cloires so held and hold -the Unitae



States' liable to the estate for the amount of the tax paid.
Q Could it not be somethihg lees than that,

Mr. Solicitor General, that there was enough of a question 
about the West case that some precautions might have been 
taken?.

MRo GRISWOLD: Yes, Mr. Chief Justice, 1 think 
that is true, but t suppose that is almost always true with 
respect to a trustee if there is a decision 20 years old 
and maybe there are various things which might hava 
happened and he ought to present it to a court again. 1 

think that the question of the duty of a subordinate agency 
of the United states to question decisions of this Court 
ought not to arise: to the dignity of a breach of trust, 
at any rate, that is the issue in this case.

Q Mr. Solicitor, does the record show the 
approximate size of the decedent's estate? I take it the 
state tax was abort $8,000, which would indicate a vary 
substantial estate:, as I recall state inheritance tax rates

MR. GRISWOLD: I believe that the iteuts are 
indicated on page 6 of the appendix, and they would appear on 
a quick addition' to 'come to about $125,000 far the 
estate. Osage head rights, $48,000; securities held in 
trust, $15,000; surplus trust funds, $48,000?' and two other 
items. On a quid adding X get something like a hundred 
and twenty, hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars, on
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which the tax paid was §7,700. *

Th© United States brought. Oklahoma into the case 

as a third-party defendant, And the court below also held 

that Oklahoma was liable to the United States in the 

amount of th© tax-, Both Oklahoma and the United States 

have sought review of this decision, and I shall appear for 

20 minutes and Mr., Dunpan represen tin? Oklahoma will use 

the other ten Minutes.

In order to determine whether the Unitad Statas 

committed a breach of trust, it will be necessary to review 

some decisions, There are three decisions of this Court, 

which are particularly relevant.

The first of these, decided 30 years ago,

Oklahoma Tax Commiesion v. United States, in an opinion 

by Justice Black dealt with restricted Osage property. And 

although the United States appeared 'there and vigorously 

contended, as is shorn* "by th© brief filed, that the 

restricted Osage property was not subject to Oklahoma 

inheritance tax, this Court reviewed the situation, 

concluded that there was nothing in the Osage allotment 

act which established a tax exemption and directly held 

that the restricted property was subject to Oklahoma 

inherttance tax,

Justice Murphy was one of the dissenters in that 

oas». But just five years later there came up £he case of
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West %■., Oklahoma Tax CcsKMission in 334 SJ,S,, where Justice 

Marpdy wrote i opinion» That case involved property- held 
In trust for an Osage Indian, identical typsa of property 

to that which is involved bore, itent by itarn the same types 

of property, trust property, and the Court, again reviewing 

the situation, held that the Oklahoma inheritance tax vim 
applicable to property held in trust by the United States 

for an Osage Indian,

It was less than eight years later that the 

third of these eases earn® to the Court, That is . .
Squire v. Capoeman in 351 U.S, in an opinion by Chief 

Justice Warren. That case involved Quinaielt Indians in 

the state of Washington under a different statute, the 

General Allotment Act. It was an income tax..c&tte, not &n 
inheritance tax case. It was a federal income tax case 

where the guardian was seeking to take a tax from the • 

ward's property, and it was a tax on capital gain derived 

from the sale of timber on the Indians' lands when the 
timber constituted the only substantial value of .those 

lands. And the Court in Squire v, Capaeman held that that 

federal income tax was not due,
X think it can surely be said, though,'that the 

Squire Court did- not understand that it was overruling th© 

fJegfe case. !?©r was this decision so understood by others 

at the time® It can be said that the approach of the Court
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in the Squire eass was not wholly consistent with that of 

: Od; ' 'a. iio lh:;: t Sal >hs ■:. v/: .. V:\',.v.v.y

gala ■' V • :aD'> la

ta* ease while Squire was an income taure case. West 

involved a state tax while Squire involved a federal tax»

G la this connection, does everyone concede 

there is no difference between the Osage Allotment Act and 

the General Allotment Act for purposes of this case?

MR. GRISWOLD: Ho, Mr. Justice, 2 think th©r<s are 

fo.o. . ; o. r ■ -yy AilM 1 " ■ ‘ hah

General Allotment Act, including the two items that wer© 

specifically relied on by the Court in the West- case. The 

obligation to return the property-’—I forgot the erect 

word, X was about to say "undiminished” but I am not sure 

that is—

case?

Q You mean the Squire case?
MR. GRISWOLD: I am sorry, Mr, Justice?
0 Xn the Squire case. Relied ©n in the Squire

MR. GRIfiWOLD: In the Squire case.the General--™ 

0 Particularly the obligation to return the

property.

MR. GRISWOLD: The obligation to return the 

property and & provision that th® property should ha subject 

to t&ration after a certain data, which carried an
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isaplication that it was not subject to. taxation beforehand»
‘She Court of Claims relied upon cer aenfc

developments* A decision.: in the Court of ClaiKS in Bie; 
B&gle Unified States in 300 Federal 2nd, 1982 s That was 
a federal income tax case, and the Court of Glairas held 
that the Sqisira case meant that the federal income tax 
could not be collected from trust property such as is 
involved here»

And there is a later case in 1968 called 
Beartrack v„ United States where the united states settled 
by payment in full—X do not want to suggest th?th there mv: 
a compromise because of doubt about liability—settled by 
payment in full a federal estate tax case involving Osage 
property- And finally after the tax was paid here—-and, 
incidentally , the Bear-track case was after most of the tax 
was paid here—in Revenue Ruling 69“ 164 in 1969,, the 
treasury issued a ruling that Osage trust propis not 
subject to the federal estate tax,

Whether these actions were right or wrong, they 
did not deal directly with the question of the liability 
of the estate of an Osage Indian for state inheritance, 
taxeso

Moreovere they were actions taken by ths 
Treasury and the Justice Departments- The •Government is 
necessarily large sad complex, with many subdivisions of
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responsibilities. And it is asking a lot. for a subordinate 

office of the Interior Department la Oklahoma to fccssp

tt tmo a nm; mm ■. -mm::-;; in mxmet isyniisswts on a 

matter not directly in point. This Court h&d fiatidefi the 

Maat ease. This t?a@ known to the appropriate officers of 

the Interior Department» They acted accordingly, and they 

ought to be sbl© to rely on a decision of this Start which 

has not been overfilled nor even remotely questioned her®.
In this connection, I would like to call, 

attention to the decisions of this Court just three weeks 
ago yesterday in iicClanahan v. Arizona _Stnte Tins 
Commission- and Moacalero Apache Tribe y, m Not only

do these cases show the extreme complexity ansi uncertainty 
of the field of state taxation of Indians, but in the 

Meacalero case this Court on page 11 cited Oklahoma Tam 
Commission v. United States and Squire v. Caposman in the 
same paragraph, indeed back to back it might be said.

Oklahoma Tax Commission was the cast on which the 
West decision is based. And it hardly seems likely that 
this Court three weeks ago contemplated that Squire had 
overruled Oklahoma Tax Commission. Squire is a case toT&© 
dealt with, of course, but it is a federal income tax case 
involving & very special kind of income tax, a capital 
gains tax-'imposed on the realisation, of most of the value 
of the Indianaf property-by the sale ©£ the timber which
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gave it its value»

Oklahoma. Ce^Riasion and -West involve a state 
inheritance tax, often treated differently from an income 
tax, as in the case, for example, of the federal estate 
tax as applied to the transfer of state and municipal 
bonds, where the income is not taxable but the Court, 
over a period of 75 years has held that a transfer tax op 
death can properly be collected.

Also a responsible officer in the Osage agency 
in Oklahoma might have understood and felt t&dl acted 
accordingly.

By appropriate standards of the law of trust, 
this was not a breach of trust, we contend, -sad the United 
States should not have been held liable for complying with 
a decision of this Court. The liability imposed here is so 
novel that we have; not bean able to find trust decisions 
directly in point* But w© have cited Professor Scott's 
treatise, and we believe it supports our position that the 
Court of Claims went too far- in finding liability here.

Of course, if the United States is liable, we 
support the decision below in holding that Oklahoma is 
liable to indemnify the United States as a third-party 
defendant,

;v c : : Vcars.'a:..; te vha >be;-r

Ttesrfc- should- Sbo overruled. On that question 7 find myself
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in a alias®;& for the United. Statos as trustee for the; 

Indians-,' and I a>a obligated to represent the Indians as 1 

did her® last Monday. And the United States has been held 

liable and has t&x revenues at stake in the general 

situation, and I am obligated to -represent the United states 

in that capacity too.

In private practice, when such a conflict of 

interest develops.. a lawyer Bust withdraw fros one of the 

representations. That is not.so easy in public office.

We have only limited authority to retain outside courself 

and even if such counsel ware- retained, they would still 

be subject to the overall authority of the Attorney General 

and the conflict would remain. It is inherent in the 

situation.

The President has asked Congress to establish an 

Indian Trust Council Authority which would resolve this 

particular problem. This has not been dona.

It has been.suggested that the Solicitor General 

might ask various interested agencies of the Government to 

file briefs or fee incorporate the views of different 

agencies in a single brief. It is not clear, -though, that 

this would always meet the responsibility of the Solicitor 

General to this Court; for one of the functions of the 

Solicitor Gfe.-irrai. X suppose, if? to reconcile aad adjust 

divergent views of Government-officers and, so far as
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possiblei to present a single view to this Court.

This area' can be one of great difficulty.# for 

there are often widely divergent views with respect to 

Indian problems, expending on whether one looks at It solely 

from the point of view of the Indians or whether he seeks 

t© deal with and. reconcile as far as possible many 

competing governmental interests, such as the taxing power 

or the law of governmental instrumentalities or the 

responsibility for the enforcement of crimina! law.

Xn many cases it has been possible to work these 

things out and to present a unified view. That was done, 

for example, in McClanahan and Mescalero.

In other eases, the difficulties have been acute, 

as in the hqv.a Caliente case, where the Court asked the 

Solicitor General to state his views and ha did so, though 

endeavoring to make it plain that his view was not shared 

by some other officers of the Government.

In this case, we have filed a brief in which we 

have endeavored to state both sides as fairly and evenly as 

possible without taking an official position* Consequently, 

on this final question, X ask the Court to consider .the 

materials in our brief.. If the time has come when West 

should be overruled, this Court is the place ;?here that 

action should be taken.

If the West csss can still stand, it would fas
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helpful if this Court would state that fact and in terms 
which would indicata whether the decision is applicable to 
federal income and estate taxes as well.

Q Mr. Solicitor General, even if it were 
overruled, I take it your position would be, nevertheless, 
the liability was erroneously—

MR. GRISWOLDs Yes, Mr. Justice. Our position 
would be that it was not a breach of trust to comply with 
an outstanding unqualified decision of this Court, as to 
which this Court had never indicated in any way the 
slightest doubt and as to which only three works ago it 
seemed to regard—-

Q So, you would press for reversal here, even 
if we were to overrule West.

MR, GRISWOLD: We would press- for reversal even 
if you were to overrule it.

Q Would West taka with it Oklahoma Tax 
Commission in 319 O.S.?

MR. GRISWOLD: Would West—
Q Would overruling West take with it 

Oklahoma Tax Commission?
MR. GRISWOLD; I would think so, Mr. Justice. I 

have never been able to see any distinction between the 
restricted property in this case and trust property, and I 
think that the Court in the West case regarded Oklahoma
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Tax Commission as the clearer and controlling authority.

<3 But a state privilege to tax would not mean 

the federal® -would have to. And, as a matter of federal 

tax policy, the Federal Government would not need to impose 

its taxes--

MR, GRISWOLDs Hot necessarily, although it is 

quit® clear that the actions which have been taken by federal 

executive representatives have been taken based on a view 

that the approach in Squire weakens the West ease.

Q But 1 would suppose that if -Congress 

expressly said in so many words that federal estate taxes 

still applied to Indian property, that that would, be the 

end of the matter.

MR. GRISWOLD: Congress could say so. There is 

not the slightest doubt Congress has not said so.

Q It is a matter of administrative application 

of the existing estate tax.

MR. GRISWOLD: Influenced, Mr. Justice, by 

impressions created as to whether this Court in Squire so 

impaired the West case that it ought, not to ba followed.

Thera is no view from Congress as to whether the tax-—there 

has been no action by Congress in this field from the 

beginning and certainly not since Oklahoma Jgfct Coauaissioh 

and Meet were decided.

Certainly there has never been any indicationQ
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that Congress' disagreed with either West or Oklahoma,

MR, GRISWOLD: Mo, neither agreed nor disagreed,

Q Or Squire.

LL«. OrirKOXlH 0-: Worwrer Ihatlr rigor.,

In either event, the Court should reverse the 

decision below in :.ar as it held the United States liable 

for a breach of trust, For the officers of the United 

States should not rightly he held in default for failing to 

attack a decision of this Court which has never been 

qualified or doubted here,

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you,

Mr. Solicitor General.

Mr, Duncan.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF PAUL C, DUNCAN, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER STATE OF OKLAHOMA

MR. DUNCAN; Mr. Chief Justice, may it please

the Court:

As the Solicitor General has pointed out, this is 

a very difficult situation which both the United States 

Government and the State of Oklahoma finds itself in today.

The State of Oklahoma is in a particularly 

difficult position because, as the Solicitor General 

indic&fces, under the Court of Claims decision, if the United 

Statos is found tc be liable for a breach of fiduciary 

relationship, then, the ultimate responsibility for the
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payment of this breach tests with the State of -Oklahoma.

.Since 1947 the State ©f Oklahoma has gone about 
colla sting the tar. in question in conformity with this 
Court's decision in West--

G Do you know how much tax is on the barrelhead 
at issue here for Oklahoma?

MR, DUKCSHs Yes, sir. Of course, in this 
particular ease, Mr. Justice, I think—

Q The overall.
MR. DUNCAHs Yes, sir. Respondents have* filed a 

class action lawsuit with regard to ail the other Osage 
Indian estates so similarly situated $ although we have not 
been able t© arrive at a figure, we anticipate it. is in 
excess of several million dollars, depending, of course, 
upon what time frme might ultimately be applied.

The Court of Claims, in deciding the case, did 
say that as of 1967 or 1968, when the Ross Mason case came 
about, that the Federal Government breached its fiduciary 
relationship at that time. It did not apparently foreclose 
the possibility that under different circumstances they 
might go back even to An earlier period of time; some time,
.1 guess, would have to be necessitated by the advent of 
the Canpman case in 1954, could not go back prior to that
ti:‘V-.'-.f-. ■ • - . ■ : ■■-.-, - . ;

a possible severe tax refund consequence if the Court of
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Claims decision is allowed to stand.

Q Mro Duncan, suppose that the United States 

in this case had taken the position that it would not pay 

the inheritance tax, what would Oklahoma have done?

MR, DUNCAN: ' I think that we would have had to 

taken the United States to court in reliance upon the West 

decision.

Q So, you do feel that West is correctly

decided?

MR. DUNCAN: I think that the practicality of the 

situation would require the state to have taken the 

Government to court with regard to West. Whether or not 

West should be considered good lav/, should this Court 

decide otherwise, would not place a severe burden upon the 

State of Oklahoma, if we are talking about prospective 

actions only.

Q The reason I asked this last question is 

because I think I did not find In your brief any statement 

to the effect that you felt that West was a correct 

decision.

MR. DUNCAN: Well--

Q A lot of trust properties have expired, have

they not?

MR. DUNCAN: Yes, sir.

Q So that timewise it-is of limited significance.
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X mean, it is not going to g© cm forever.

MR. DUNCAN: No, that is correct. I checked and 

1 believe there is in the neighborhood of 550 present 

restricted Osage Indian estates at the present time, or 

Osage accounts at the present time, that slight become 

involved in future—

Q Do you have any idea what they aggregate#

Mr. Duncan?

MR. DUNCAN; In the future or in the past?

Q The existing ones.
*

MR. DUNCAN: No, sir, I do not. With regard to 

the past, we do not have any information because the past 

has been paid through the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the 

Department of the Interior to the Oklahoma Tax Commission, 

as would any other astata tax be paid. And the Oklahoma 

Tax Commission has not seen fit in the past to segregate 

this money or even have a specific accountancy, accounting 

of the monies collected from the Osage estate.

If some rule is set down where Oklahoma would bo 

liable for all this in the past, even 196? or 1968, we would 

have to go back and rely on the records of the Department 

of the Interior as to what—

Q Mr. Duncan, following up on Mr. Justice 

Bi&ckaiun*s question, I can certainly see. why the Solicitor 

General of the United.States feels :itself in e difficult
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position here, since it is both a fiduciary for the 
Indians and representative of the United States» I too 
was surprised to see that the State of Okla'hbrea did not' 
take the position that West is rightly decided. Yen are 
not a trustee for the Indians» The Indians presumably have 
very capable counsel. You have a decision in favor of your 
state that says you are entitled to tax.

MR, DUWCAH% Mr. Justice, I am sorry if we gave
%

that impression. We feel that the West decision is .good 
law at the present time. The only point that the state 
was trying to make in its brief was if the court wishes to 
change that ruling or feels that West should no' longer be 
the' state of the law, it should not impose the burden 
upon the State of Oklahoma for the past actions of the 
Federal Government in collecting the tax for the breach of 
duty thereon.

We feel that until this Court says otherwise, 
that the West decision must be considered good law. We d© 

not feel the Capoeman case*—although the rationale perhaps 

is different in the Capoeraan case—we do not feel' that it 

had a direct, overruling affect on the West decision and 
that the West would still be the correct interpretation.
And certainly had not this come about, we would still be 
making every attempt to collect the tax.

Q At least in theory in this case, we do not
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need to decide anything more than what you just argued, do 

we, in order t© decide in your favor. That until or unless 

the West ease is overruled, it is to be considered the law, 

period, without expressing any view on whether or not— 

without either overruling it or affirming it; is that not 

correct? That is what your argument is.

MR. DUNCANs Yes.

Q Not that the West case should be- overruled 

or not be overruled. But simply that until it is overruled, 

it is the law that, has to foe followed, and the Court of 

Claims was wrong in not doing so.

MR. DUNCAN: Yes, Mr. Justice, that is of course 

what we argued at the time before the Court of Claims.

Q In theory we would not need to say anything 

more in order to decide in your favor in this case. We 

would not have to say whether or not the West ease should 

be overruled or it is going to be overruled. And certainly 

we would not have to reaffirm it in order to decide in your 

favor.

MR. DUNCANs I believe that is correct. The only 

question that I think might foe is whether or not you have 

overruled it. Of course, 1 think respondents take the 

position and the Court of claims takes the position that 

this Court has overruled the case- insofar as—

Q Eroded or undermined if or whatever.
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MR, DUNCAN: Y@S, sir.

Q But nobody claims that it has been expressly

overruled,

MR. DUNCANj No, that is correct. And of course 

we argued this before the Court of Claims, but they did not 

accept this argument. It is interesting to note that with 

regard to this undermining or eroding of the West decision 

the Court of Claims also' relied upon a number of cases the 

Solicitor General has referred to, including the Internal 

Revenue ruling which Oklahoma was not a part to or had no 

part in, and which the .State of Oklahoma takes the position 

that these ruling-3 by an inferior court cannot in any way, 

although they are expressions of an interpretation by that 

court or that agency with regard to these ancillary tax 

questions, they in and 6£ themselves cannot possibly 

overrule a decision of this Court.

Q All you need to say is that as of the time 

this case was heard in the Court of Claims it was a good 

law; West was a good law. That is all you have to do.

MR. DUNCAN: Yes, sir.

Q It was the law of this Court.

MR. DUNCAN: That is right. It was the law.

Q It was the law.

MR. DUNCAN: It was the law.

Q You do not need any more than that, do you?
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MR. DUNCAN: No.-

Q Do you have, a statute of limitations on 

refund of inheritance taxes?

MR. DUNCAN: Yes, Your Honor, 68-OS, Section 227, 

provides for the general time in which a refund can be 

claimed. It is a one-year statute of limitations when it 

is a mistake' of law, a question of law, and three years on 

a question of fact.

However, there is a provision. Subtitle 2; it 

provides that estate tax must be questioned at the .time of 

the payment, and this would fall under that category. So, 

at the time they would have had to have contested under -the 

Oklahoma statute at the time that this payment was made.

Q Is Oklahoma Tax Commission^ ;■/. Tostas: Company 

in 336 U.So also involved here, implicated here?

MR. DUNCAN: Of course, you referred to it in 

your opinion in Metcaler© when—although it was not a pert

of my brief at the time*—
*

Q L&t us assume that W®Bt and Oklahoma Tax 

Commission in 319 had to go. What about the Texas Company 

case?

MR. DUNCAN * Wa would like for the Tessas Company' 

ca.se to stay. Howeverif the West decision- goes, if the 

Court overturns the West decision, -which is a case on all 

fours squarely in point, it is hard to imagina that we are
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going to have -soma other case that is -going to put us in a 
better situation.

Q know, 1but would you conclude that the

wompauy ease was in great trouble also if West went?

MR» DUNCAN s I would assume it would be in 
trouble also.

' Q Sort of c. domxnoe effect.
MR. DUNCAN; Yes, sir.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; Thank you.

Mr. Hobbs.

ORAL ARGUMENT OP CHARLES A. HOBBS, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENTS

MR. HOBBS; Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please
the Court:

One point brought out by the Solicitor General I 
would like to reply to «immediately, and that is, he ref©.;, rad 

to the conflict of interest in the Government whan it comes 

tc representing questions of Indian rights as are raised in 
this case. Ha said that sometimes it is possible to solve 

the problem by reaching an accommodation between the 

divergent views of the agencies of Government. That is & 

perfectly correct, tenable way to handle divergencies 

among the various agencies which are not. trustees of the 
Indians.' But once you see the Government wearing the hat 

6k trustee of the Indians, there is no substitute for a
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sapar^t® voice cpoo'iing for the Indians.»- This could be done 
by hieing special counsel or it could be done as the 

Solicitor General referred as presenting two different views 

in one brief, and that was done in the.Stevens case in the 

Ninth Circuit last year, one of the most recent cases 

construing Capoemn in a ray inconsistent with West.

Q Does that really solve in a technical sense 
the conflict problem? Because the special counsel would 
still foe speaking for the United States, the sante United 
States that is trustee; is that not so?

MR. HOBBS; The same problem occurs in the public 
defender area where the Government employs both sides of the 
fence there. But I think we are used to accepting the 
divergent loyalty of both sides of the counsel there, and I 
think that could grow up with respect to Indian rights.

Our basic thema is that the West case y;as good 
law—well, never was good law but was entitled to foe followed 

until 1956 when Capo-.-ruan overruled it. You do need art 

express overruling ov a case in order to render It bad law 

or invalid law. CapeBman did so by implication and so we 

that when C&posman m«d« it.e ruling, it related hack to.

West and declared West and the caee it in turn depended on, 
Oklahoma Tax CommiesIon--

Q Mr. Hobbs, it has naver been overruled
right?
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MR. HOBBS: West.to this day has never been 

express ly overruled.

Q That was not say question. Has it aver bean

overruled?

MR. HOBBS; West?

Q Yen.
HR., HOBBS: Yes,, Your Honor.,. it wa,s overruled ;fm 

1956 by this Court..

Q In what language, sir?

MR. HOBBS; It was by implication—

Q Ah* overruled by implication, What dcta a 

lawyer do when he is advising his client; he tells him
l

that this is overruled by implication?

MR. HOBBS; The trustee should hat /* taken, action 

to hire an attorney and have this question resolved in 

1956.

Q You mean he could have gotten a better 

attorney than the Solicitor General's office?

MR. HOBBS; Me. it is the Solicitor General’s—

Q If so# where.

MR. HOBBS; —office who should have .beer* the one

to do it.

Q Whet other lawyer could have ' given better 

advise than that?

MR. HOBBS; I am not sure I follow the question#
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but the United States—

The question is, when you. have got ». c« e 

is on all fours with your ease,' how can you gat batter 

advice than to say that is still the law?

MR, HOBBS; Sight lower ’counts h-iva disagreed 

with you, Your Heror, and have held that the—

Q Wa are not considering a .v iewar nonet. Wc 

are considering a decision or this Court.

MR, HOBBS; Of course, hut there igi—

lo t-tr 1 u?:' . . . -

overruled this Court,

MR. HOBBS: Mo lower court can overrule this 

Court, Only this Court can do sc and did so in 1958,

Q Even if this Court now says that West should 

b© overruled, do you win?

MR. HOBBS: We then reach tho question of 
fiduciary liability, but ultimately we would win, yes.,

Q You think so,

MR. H0B2S; I think it is a necessary conclusion.

It hi ie argument of Mr, Duncan

that perhaps, all this Court needs to decide is that Wert 

has never been overruled, period. This would throw us back 

to another court, 1 assume, to try another way to get a 

ruling of this court that West has been overruled. I suppose 

if we arrange our jurisdictional amounts properly, we can
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go In the federal district'•court. We could go through the 

Oklahoma state authorit and come back up here-

that way.

But that is inevitable, xhe day that this Court 

overrules- West, ae we feel it-will unless it puts a dam 

across the entire tide of the law since 1956•■‘-they must da 

that to keep West alive—if West is overruled, it then 

becomes the duty of the United States to.get that' money hack 

to the Indians that it has wrongfully paid over to the 

3tat® of Oklahoma.
Q Why is it wrongfully paid'over?

MR. HOSES: If West is, as I say*—

Q Hew far back, to the time West wa« decided?
MR. HOBEE: Wash was decided in 1948.

Q Does- it go back that far? '

MR. HOBBS; Yes. The United States'is not subject 

to a statute of limitations f at least until 1977.

0 So, it gees back forever.
■• Mu-" .vv:\u t.o Mnu

Q Why not further?

MR. HOBBS; Pardon?

Q Why not further?

MR. HOBBS: Oklahoma did not collect the tax

surlier than that.

Q' Olv/ .I'oee.
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ME» HOBBi?t ara just dealing with 24 years of

taxation.

Our theory is that we hold that the fiduciary duty' 

here was clearly breached. You had Caporm&n in 1956. it 

was the talk of the Bar whether lOw c

re-evaluation of Uect, Oklahoma . Tpx Commission , Photo# v- 

Least . '.3 diet law

began litigation the following year., of which this cass 

today is the culmination to test this premise. The 

Capoeman case was also our Case.

Q The Court did not even think Chotoe was 

relevant enough to the case and Squire to be cited and 

distinguished and did not even think Hast and Oklahoma 

were relevant enough to be citad apparently. But they 

war© sited. They were litigated in the cat».

MR. HOBBS: On© must draw his own conclusions as 

h. ve-;-' .shr/ rs.T ;T. f: , Ty ,v.r t.rrJ.: r T- T;v:: hr o p
not handle—could not reconcile Cspoeman with and

that it was therefore wiser for—-

Q Different allotment acts were involved, were

, they not?

MR. HOBBS: ¥es>. They are so parallel that it is 

; >:• ’ ‘ ' . 

them.

a Th&.t is your argument.
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MR.- HOBBS': Yes, of course.

Q In. the Capoeman case? did you ask this Court 

to ewerrule West?

MR. HOBBSs No, we did hot.

Q Why?

MR. HOBBS: x do not know,

Q You said it wae sc horrible.

MR, HOBBS: I was? not with th& firm «it that tioa 

and I cannot personally answer you.

C' You looked at the briefs, did you wot?

MR. HOBBS: Yes.

Q I am looking at it right ne».

Q Did the brief ask that, it be overruled?

MR. HOBBS: I do not know, Your Honor. It iss my 

recollection of a reading some time ago of the brief that 

we did not ask that it be overruled, • It was not necessary 

to get into that. It would have been easy to leave that, 

for a later day, today.

But. to exclude ray point, we say the;-CSoVermaont 

has breached its fiduciary duty by not talcing action after 

19:36 to test the validity of .West and see if it still was 

good law. Certainly there were good minds who thought that 

it had undermined the West case. And if the duty did not 

accrue then, it certainly accrued at some point over the 

years up to the time when it actually paid the tax in this
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oaae. There wero sevaa oases decided by the .lower court 

in &n unbroken row deciding that the Capo©man case reverses 

the spirit of those cases in the 1930‘s and 1940's which 

include West and Oklahoma Tax Coa-uig s lop» Tray tid not 

hole, so out loud, but by comparing the language, it is 

perfectly plain that the parallelism was inconsistent. There 

were parallel cases but inconsistent.

Q 1 suppose it would be possible to decide that 
the Government perhaps did have an obligating to begin 
testing through litigation after 1936, even though this 
Court were to decide that West was .still good lew. There 
you would have a breach of duty but no damage resulting 
from it.

MR. HOBBSs Correct. We would take that position. 
The. duty of the Government became more and more pronounced 
as the years want on and these lower cases fcspt ticking 
off anti-West decisions. They paid the tax in two bites.
The first bite wac; September, '67. Then the Bear track 

case, which was another case we had brought involving 
federal death taxes, which cannot be distinguished from 
West, w© is&y? neither can the income tax cases, »e say.

ht any rate, in the Beartrack case the Government 
gave up and agreed to a refund, paid the refund, and the 
Ink*rnal Revenue.- iJorvice subsequently held that it would 
.not collect federal death taxes anymore. After that, tho
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Government sti.ll pays Oklahoma tba death tax in this case»

We say by that tins all the halls are ringing and the 
watchman should have awakened and done his duty and did not.

But should you find there was no liability for 

failure to bring suit and nevertheless reached the West 

case in this case, then it is ag-.-arely, brought before you, 

we think. Should you disagree, it will be before you a 

couple of years later, When you decide that West is; no 

longer good law, if you do, at that moment the 'Government 

.has a duty to file suit for refund. It can do so. 2fc is 

not subject to the Oklahoma statute of limitations. That 

is settled law. And, therefore, it could go back and 

collect all of the refunds that were erroneously paid, 

especially erroneously paid after the Capoesaan case.

There it a question as to how much money is 

involved here. We happen to know something about.that» 

Oklahoma has a budget. The Oklahoma stats authorities sent 

us a budget. And for the fiscal year ending IS63,- the 

budget would be $1,1 billion. Of the revenues to cover 

that, «even hundred million will ha raised by Oklahoma from 

its own sources, and four hundred million ,%/ill be given 

to it by tha Federal Government.

Of the seven hundred'million raised by Oklahoma 

from its 'own -sources,' largely taxes, $15 million comes from 

’ death' tax^s isr* Oklahoma, of the fifteen-million there is
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no breakdown to 3!vw how much was Os-ga property., But the 

Osage agency has advised that
pericp. tiie payments to Oklahoma warspcw §26,000 a ye.-a,. 

Okleiioraa has been collecting taxes for 24 years. And sc? 
if you assume that the §26,000 a year it sr tttrtgsj, vs 

come to $624,000. 'That would be e» total refund of all 

estate taxes ever paid.

Q Would there he other tribes floe ll.a Oso,.go

involved?

MR. HOBBSj Osage is extremely unique. ' They are 

the .only tribe in Oklahoma that still has a reservation.

To me it would not; necessarily be true that other tribes 

would have a change in their tax situation. I 'am .not nree. 

I have not studied it. But Osage is the onlv one with a 

reservation in Oklahoma.

I would like to give some of th* hislpxical 

background, because I think the Court should have this 

when it considers whether the' West case is still good I&w. 

xo if3f the critical, fact to keep in mind, when '/gw are 

considering the West ease .ana the' Oklahoma Tans Cv^ftiaaion 

c&se >• this. When this Court me Ik? that decision, 

involving state tsxesp it was assumed by everyone that 

tn property was subject to federal estate and 

income testation. This Court had held in the Superintendent 

Fivg xribss :;taa j?, 1935.ia * broad general jstato&ant wot
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subject to qualificationt that Indium pay income taxes

; s ■ . v.expre
exemption.

This wao taken to mean and later trie to mean 

that Indians pay taxee like everyone else, unless there is 

an express exemption.

By 1943,, • ’ ' .

came up, it was generally assumed and not doubted, and the. 

Internal Revenue Service waa collecting on this assumption* 

that federal taxee were -correct.

This C'DU-rt or any other tribunal v?oul :1 a&vc a 

very hard time finding that state taxes should not lie if 

federal taxes would lie, And the Court at that time was 

aseusiing that fsdeval taxes did ‘Lie. It sail oh u-uoh 

with respect to income taxes * The Internal Revenue Service 

was collecting the death taxes.

The Court in West and Oklahoma Tax Coardscloa 

really mad® a ruling of law which should not h-i overruled.

It is still good law. It said,- after reviewing the 

situation and finding that these properties ware taxable, 

it raid; "However, should any of these properties not be 

subject; to direct taxes, then there -could be no death tax."

That is a rule of leap we say,, that; is still, good. 

The only thing croag with those cases it that they 

; a.cats ---.Ip a.:v;v-c, boor,V3o of some language which has been
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ov®rruXeQ--and X will show you why in a minute—that the 

Osssge property and the Creek property in the other cnsa 

was subject to federal taxation. Had this Court realised 
that: federal taxea would not lie—and it later held that 

in C&poeaan—why then it is a fortiori that it would not 

have, held that state taxes lie. It is an error to allow 

state taxes if federal taxes do not lie. The state taxes 

are an a fortiori ease.

It is this accident of history that explains how 

the Court got. off the track on that—

Q If it is an a fortiori case, in which

direction? You said earlier it would be vary difficult 

and extremely anomalous to hold that state taxes did not 

apply if federal taxes did.

MR. HOBBSs That'is right.

Q But does it work the same way in the 

opposifee direction?

MR, HOBBS; Ho. If federal taxes, then a fortiori 

.‘3feats» taxes. If state taxes—

Q It is not a fortiori.

MR. HOBBS; Hot a fortiori but very compelling, 

very difficult not; to find the other.

Q But it is certainly not a fortiori.

MR. I-IOBBS; No. The a fortiori runs in the 

direction X said.



Sons cannot be a fortiori in both directions

by definition,

MR* EOBBSs He, of courea not.

Q i« hot the whole question a statutory

question?

•MR. HOBBS's Yes, it is, interpretation of

statutes*
Q Strictly of statutes, Zn& Congress easily 

could»: 1 suppose, axampS; Indian property froia its cere 

estate tax and still permit states to tax.

MR. HOBBSs Certainly it could.

0 And yon are • relying on an implied exemption 

fra® state estate taxes* Thera is no express exo-vietioo 

in the statute.

MR. HOBBS: No, of course not.

Q And there is no express exemption !::•• fch=. 

regulations or anything else.

MR. HOBBS s Right. Nor in the Capoeman case.

Q No,, no. Except that the Court read the 

particular'allotment statute there to imply an exemption.

MR. HOBBS: Yes. Here is what the Court saw in 

the Capoeman case. It saw a governmental under taking-'-when 

this tribal property had been broken up and distributed to 

the t of tv.»-, tribe -Vc saw u governmental undertaking

to hold this property it trust This is vital to'our case
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This is the heart of our cass, to hold, this property is 

ferixst until she Podio.o. wno • :■ ^.-peieot to compete in society 

by binseif. During; chic interval he would he trainee! by the 

United States, taught to menage Ids own affairb, and 

prose -My, hepaf:,dby soon, he oou; cater the vieltda-:» T-^ 

and be as competent as anybody else.

• In the meantime, this property was to be held in 

trust uhdiminishee by any claims. A simple Indian is$ at 

the mercy of loan sharks and speculators who want to buy 

his land. Congress knew this, and so it made the land 

inalienable. No charges or encumbrances wore to be pieced 

on this lend.

Q But this Indian has died.

MR. HOBBS: Mr, Justice Bl&ckmun, there should 

be no question that the death is not significant in the 

impact of this tax exemption. The exemption carries forward,

bridges the death, and goes until the heir becomea
«

competent. This : s clear from the language of the General 

Allotment Act, which says that the United Statos shall hold 

this land in trust for the Indian or, in case ha dies, his 

heir until he becomes competent. And it is also expressly 

so in the Osage Allotment Act.

In our brief in the footnote on page 11, we cite 

four <../ the many references to the concern that Congress

had for the heirs
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Furthermore, the Wegt and Oklahoma Tax Commission 

oases,, when they my, "If this property is exempt from direct 

tax, then it Is exempt frora death tax," sort of forecloses 

that question, we feel. We feel that Capoeman has proved 

that these properties are exempt from direct faxes and that 

therefor© under West and Oklahoma. ‘fax Commlscica,, without 

any overruling at all, they are still good law when they 

say that therefore no death tax. So, we do not think that 

death is relevant here.

But back to the General Allotment Act. The 

trust relationship, the termination of the trust when the 

Indian became competent, the freedom from charge or 

-encumbrance, this Court held in Capoetnan, may wall be 

sufficient to support the tax exemption.

And then there was more in the Capoeman case.

The General Allotment Act wee passed in 1387. The 

©sages were not allotted—and, incidentally, the ©sages 

were left out of the General Allotment Act by a fluke- The 

General Allotment Act was supposed to apply to all Zndi 

in the country, with a few exceptions. And those 

exceptions were the Indians who held their land in fee.

And the Osages wars believed to own their land in fee 

because they were in Oklahoma.

But, v,v like any other tribe i*. Oklahoma . they 

did not. Their i; mcir were in trust. And therefore the
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Oaages were not under the General Allotment Acts In 1903 

th.ir Court held that; when the tv a&r&i Allottves/v Cat .eisafiists 

hand fro® levy, attachment. or charge or encumbrance, that 

■mea.ro tax exemption. That woe the Rickert e;vre in .1903«

The next thing that happens, is- that in 1906 

Congress amends the General Allotment Act,, and it says 

that—for the first time adds the idea that tb& trust 

period earn end sooner than the 25-years extended if the 

Indian becomes competent sooner than, that time, And it 
says that after he reaches the point of competency;. has 

trust will end and he gets his land, ©n:5 all res cricti cns 

as to alienation and taxation ara lifted.

This implies that Congress thought that the land 

was free of tax up to that point end well so, only C :c» 

yearo ago this Supreme Court, in 1903, had hcC.o vcot . 

restriction on alienation added up to a tax s:o .yCie-n,. Co. 

Congress' assumed on very good authority in 1906 that the 

restriction on alienation was the equivalent of tax 

exemption.

When we come to the Gsag© Allotment Act,, also in ■ 

1906, we have Congress very much aware of all this ht the 

time. Congress says of the Osage property, ‘The tribal land 

will be.allotted to the individual Osages. They will pick 

160.acres of land, and that is. going to be tax exempt."

The rest of tfcai.v Caed, which eetCv-S be ssveral hundred
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acres, Congress said would foe taxable» Congests expressly 
said that this land -would foe taxable.

The implication is
say the Osage property is taxable, than' it is net. Whc-n it 
came to the minerals, it was not vise just, to divide up 
the minerals alone- with the-surface rights. So, what- they

did was they took the whole mineral estate as if it were a
{single body or reservation, held it in trust for the Osage 

tribe, and allotted the minerals by allotting head rights • 
to the individual 03ages.

Each hee.d right, just like tlie General Allotment./ 
Act, was to foe inalienable until the Indian bacizme 

competent. The parallelism is -compelling.
Congress also permitted still another tax. In 

1919, this Court had held that because Congress had not
authorised an Oklahoma gross production tax, no such tax 
could lie. That is an important case. It is holding that 
silence in this context means no taxes»

So, Oklahoma then went to Congress and persuaded 
Congress to pass a statute expressly authorising the
Oklahoma gross production tax, and Congress did sc in 1921. 
And from that day to this, Congress or Oklahoma -has 
collected, and no one has challenged’it, the gross 
production tre: on all tb/o !■oaf riohfc m:<.acrj,:cr.„

Incidentally, there is so much I am not going to
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be able to cover, but one thing I wanted you to know in that 
thvss i sad rights I; rre dlmlniv..vfi in value ■ uviyvl ;Uu 

They are now paying about $3,300 a year. In the 1910s and 
the 1920s, they wears paying enormous amounts of money. 2 urn

sure you are familiar wi J of 3tories that arose
in that time.

Q 1 suppose the fiduciary had not be

the Government. l realize you have sa Indian involved here. 

But let us assume you had a privets fiduciary, a lawyer 

in Oklahoma, representing a private estate in vfvi.ch all rf 

the other facts ar.fi air cum stance a in this ra-ja existed 

substantially. Supreme Court decision net e-ver a had eve apt 

that some lawyers, as you do, think that it was overruled

by implication, fc’ould you. feel that that fiduciary was? 

subject to be surcharged to the same extent xad in the ssiae 

manner as the Government as fiduciary in thin neve?

HR,HOBBSs Well, as in•this case, certainly. I

would say the fiduciary liability does not start out full 

blown in 1956. There, is more to the story. .h eras was 

decid d in ‘57, 5 58, * 62, '63, *66, ''67, two in ! By 

* 68, when this tar was finally paid, in my opinion any 

fiduciary, would have been surcharged for failure-to bring• 

a suit to get the question cleared up.

I think a. review of these lower court .cases will 

compel ■the same conclusion. They do not say West is
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overruled. They do not dare tackle it. Bat it is clear 

txi hat yarding West, that

they are regarding it as overruled. And a lawyer has to 

look at these things in order to properly advise his client 

or a trustee to take care of his beneficiary’s property; 
he has to look at ths tideoof the law that flows along.

Q What about--this is a general suggestion—

that fust three weeks ago wa did not think 

overruled?

:: .>■

MR. HOBBSs You cite Spuira v»_ Capc?snan, in ;.iy 

opinion, showing that there are rany idea?.? in -char car:• 

that you still have full blown agreement with. The citing 

of Oklahoma tar Commission in the way you cited it iii those 

cases in .my .opinion sheds—does net put anyone on warning

that y u still think West is a good case.

West is a complicated case and it goes with— 

excuse - me—Oklahoma Tax Commission. We do not ask that it 

be overruled, "We ask' that it be modified. The'part about 

land'" exempt from direct taxes is also exempt from death 
taxes, is a good ruling. We. do not suggest that that be 

overruled * So* there are parts of West that remain good 

law.

0 Then you are not suggesting any' return to 

federal instrumentality law?'

MR. gOBESs Excuse :ms , four Honor?
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Q - You are not requesting any re.tui 
instrumentality law, which Oklahoma. Tax Coasaission case 
was heavily involved in?

MR. HOBBS: No, the case is perfectly valid and 
accepted by the bar, Indian Bar, with that respect, federal 

vitality rule That was . srhat >Klah r i K ax 
Commission was all about. That was in the midst cf the 
tumbling of this federal instrumentality rule which courts 
had relied on for Indian tax exemption. And it was not 
discovered until Capoeman that there is another -basis for 
finding tax exemption, and that is really a sounder basis 
where you examine statutes carefully, the suits of statutes 
for each tribe, and reach an individual conclusion for each 
tribe.

G In West the Court said expressly that we do 
not find any exemption here. There must be an express 
exemption. We are saying there is not one and chore is not 
going to be one until Congress comes along and itself gives 
one under this General Allotment Act.

MR. HOBBS: I am not sure I follow it.
Q That was what the Court said in -West.
MR. HOBBS: Yes. If was following an idea first 

born in the Photos case, 1931pcarried along in Superintendent 
Fiye_ Tribes—•

Q But that ir what its conclusion was. it said
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to in affect, "If there is to be an exemption,

provide one."

MR, HOBBSs But Capoeraap said it is not necessary 

to co that. That is where they ara incensistent. They 

both cannot stand together.

Q Was not at least part of the rationale of 

Capeoman the proposition chat it could hardly he prefaced 

that the guardian would tax the ward? There was emphatic 

in parts of the opinion upon that relationship. And that 

relationship simply does not exist in this case.

MR. HOBBS: It does, Your Honor. It most 

assuredly does.

Q Nor in West. Oklahoma is not the guardian 

of these Indians.

MR. HOBBS: Oh, I am sorry. No, the United States

is.

Q Exactly. And that, was a United States tax 

in Capoeman. %

MR. HOBBS: I was troubled by that language in 

Capoeman because that language harks back to a 1324 

attorney general*f ruling which followed a line of cases 

■which said just that. That line of cases was overruled in 

the thirties and forties. I confess I.cannot remember the 

case or cases that did it. But it was a weak reed when

CaovcmoB «eas alor-c. aT- stre-vurkh of Capcasum is in
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Q -Chat is your view= Tr .at. is tbs way you read 
it. But concededly there was language ip. the Capbeman 
opinion along the lines X have indicated, was there not? 
That it is hardly to be presumed that the guardian would 
tax the ward for the guardian’s benefit. And also there 
is language in-the Capoeman opinion, as X remeober it, that 
said that the guardian, the United States as guardian, was 
the one who determined when end how the tirbor would bo- 
cut and therefore was in a conflict of interest as a tax 
collector. Xfc would maximise the income, or whaiuvorw

MR. HOBBS: The United States has a groat deal 
fee say when this oil is pulled out of the ground too.

Q Yes, but this la an Oklahoma tax wa are 
talking about here.

MR. HOBBS: If the Guardian is not going to tax 
his own ward, it Las always been regarded at least by 
myself that if the federal tax does not lie, stats tax 
a fortiori does not lie.

0 But: maybe your a fortiori is in the other 
direction here.

Q That is what I was suggesting.
Q The language Justice Stewart, quotes from 

Capoeman is the dominant force in that case,
MR. HOBBS: No* X have learned through many case
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and m-inj texthcoks P.nd roacm that conclusion through that, 
and that is the way I see it, that the federal tax is the 
hardest tax to find that lies, Ho, 1 am'sorry, the state 
tax is the hardest tax to find that it lies.

Q You wore right tho flood t:boy X think.

MR. HOBBS: I admit confusion^
Q The Court was trying to • to wo ..-.ddie two 

federal statutes there, the federal tax statute rod a federal 
allotment statute»

MR. HOBBS: Perhaps. What I meant to say war-
based on this. The state, ir order to tax, jurat, number onef 

find jurisdiction? and, number two, must find congressional 

intent to permit. Whereas, in the case of a federal tax 

you need only find congressional intent to permit. You do 

not have the jurisdictional problem.

Q The Court in West said you had to find an 
express exemption.

MR. HOBBS; Capoeman said you did not have to find 

an express exemption.

Q From federal tax.

MR. HOBBS s True. An argument I hove. not iac.de 

here but have made in the brief is that the Osage Ceservatios. 
is still -a -reservation and if the Mas calaro case applies to 

Osage, then Oklahoma has no jurisdiction he impose any tax 
d . 1........... ' ..... ' '"... . ■ "y ' ■ ■ ■
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authorized, which would bo a tax on tho non-hiomestead land 
and the gross production tax.

So, we relied or. Mesoalero,
Q This property here in not timber? it is 

mineral property primarily, is is nor.?
HR, HOBBS; Yes.

Q Oil and gas?

MR. HOBBSs That is correct.

Q And you say each head now is dorm to about 

an income of something over §3,000 a year?

MR. HOBBSs Correct.

Q It used to be astronomically high, was it

not?

MR. HOBBS: Yes, It is petering out»

Q By reason of depletion?

MR. HOBBS; Yes. It is gone.

Q Was it oil or gas or both?

MR. HOBBS; oil. Well, some gas. Mostly oil.

They are on secondary recovery ’methods now, mvl that is going 

to peter out.

I would like to make one final quote from the 

MsscT&lcro case, which also supports our position.
Mas cal ero said feh&t—1 am quoting—"In the special area of 

state taxation, absent session of jurisdiction or other 
federal statutes? pormitiiog it - there- has boon no



satisfactory authority for taxin 

or India,n income from activiti.es 

boundaries of the reservation."

tj Indian reservation lands 

carried on within the

As g

«hare Oklahoma gets the jurindictien to impose this tor. 
They have the same constitution that Arizona dees that 
disclaims jurisdiction. Congress has permitted two taxon, 
and we concede that those lie. But where is the jurisdic
tion under the McClanahan case or following this quotation 
from fchd Mescalero case? Where is the jurisdiction to 
impose the tax in this case? Osage is the only reservation
left in Oklahoma. But it is a reservation, shown as such 
in the BIA maps.

Q The decedent lived on ike reservation, was
©■ reservation Indian?

HR. HOBBS: Yes.
MR. GRISWOLD: It is not so alleged.
MR. HOBBSs The Solicitor General suggests that, 

that is not -alleged in the record, hut it. is a fact.
Q If it is not in the record, you can hardly- 

in any event, if it is not in the record, it means that 
you have not relied on it up till now.

MR. HOBBS: That is right» We have not relied
on it.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you, Mr. Hobbs.
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MR. HOBBS: Thank you very much. Your Honors. 

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you,

Mr. Solicitor General.

. The case, in submitted.

[Whereupon, at 11:57 o’clock a.nt..? the ease

was submitted.j




